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In this imperfect world, good ideas may not, like nice guys, always finish last, but they often seem to end up rather far back in the pack. Paper recycling is just such a good idea. This article seeks to explain its advantages, to investigate why its progress is so much less than would be hoped, and to suggest how the situation could be improved in the future.

I. BACKGROUND

Currently, the United States consumes about 60 million tons of paper products each year, divided almost evenly between what is strictly defined as paper (for printing and writing, newspaper and disposal tissue), and paperboard (the thicker substance used primarily for boxes and other containers).1 (Unless otherwise stated, the term “paper” in this article includes both categories.) U.S. paper consumption doubled between 1947 and 1970,2 and is predicted to double again by 1985.3 Paper consists basically of cellulose fibers arranged together in matted sheets.4 These fibers can be treated in many different ways, and many substances can be added, such as clays, resins, sizing or dye, to produce different qualities in the final product; but the starting point is always cellulose, or pulp as it is called in the trade. The distinction between recycled and virgin paper is that while the cellulose in virgin paper comes from trees, recycled paper gets a major portion of its cellulose from paper wastes of various kinds. A third category of raw material also exists, halfway between trees and waste paper: wood residues, or sawdust and wood fragments created by lumbering and tree-consuming industries other than papermaking. Whether paper made from such residues should properly be called virgin or recycled is discussed in more detail below.5

Once the pulp stage is reached, there are no further differences between paper-making using trees or waste paper. However, the process of making pulp from trees differs significantly from that used in making pulp from waste paper. When trees are the raw material, they must first be felled, debarked, and cut into short lengths. If the desired end product is a fairly low grade of paper such as newsprint, the logs are ground without removal of substances other than cellulose in the wood. For better grades where more strength and durability are required, the logs are reduced to chips
and cooked with water and caustic chemicals to purify the pulp. Pulp produced by grinding alone is called mechanical pulp, while pulp produced by cooking with chemicals is called chemical pulp.

With waste paper as a raw material, on the other hand, the cutting, grinding and cooking processes are eliminated. The waste paper is mixed with water and beaten to reduce it to a kind of paper soup and screened to remove contaminants such as clips or staples. If color variations are unimportant, such as with some types of paperboard used in the manufacture of containers, the inks and dyes in the waste paper need not be removed. However, if paper or paperboard of uniform color is needed, the pulp must be de-inked, or washed and bleached to remove these inks and dyes.

II. ENVIRONMENTAL ADVANTAGES OF RECYCLING

Using waste paper to manufacture new paper has a number of environmental benefits: first, if waste paper is reclaimed for making, it need not be disposed of as solid waste; second, using waste paper instead of trees reduces pressure on our forest resources, making them available for other uses, including recreation and conservation; and third, making pulp from waste paper instead of trees uses less energy and water, causing less pollution.

A. Reduction of Solid Waste

Along with paper consumption, the generation of garbage (solid waste) is increasingly rapidly in this country. According to a report of the federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the total quantity of waste created in 1971 was 4.45 billion tons, up nearly 1 billion tons since 1967. Annual municipal wastes are estimated to be 230 million tons and studies of the garbage collected in a number of urban centers indicate that paper is the largest single component of municipal waste—from 35 to over 50 percent by dry weight.

Disposal of this solid waste creates serious fiscal and environmental problems. In 1970, municipal and industrial costs for handling garbage and refuse were $6.8 billion. Solid waste disposal was the third largest municipal expense, exceeded only by the costs of schools and highways. In New York City, the Sanitation Department collects 14,000 tons of household garbage every day; the total amount of solid waste New York must dispose of each day is 29,000 tons, at an annual cost of over $25 million.

Moreover, current disposal methods leave a great deal to be desired. Landfills, the least expensive disposal method, can be managed soundly from an environmental point of view. Often, however,
they are not, and periodic fires, pollution of water supplies and possible spread of disease can result. Moreover, suitable landfill sites are becoming rare in most population centers, since unused land is scarce and very few people want to live next to a dump. Of 34 cities relying primarily on landfill for garbage disposal, at least 22, according to a recent study, will run out of space at their current sites within five years. Alternatives to landfill, such as incineration, are available, but they are much more expensive: new incinerators could increase New York City's disposal costs over 100%. Moreover, incineration can cause unacceptable air pollution, and it leaves residues which must be disposed of.

Faced with the mounting costs—both monetary and social—of waste disposal, few would question the desirability of seeking all practical means of reducing the volume of waste, and therefore its disposal costs. Using the paper component of solid waste as the raw material for new paper may not be the only answer to our garbage problems, but it is at least a partial answer.

B. Conservation of Trees

If waste paper is substituted for trees in making paper, trees will be saved. Disputes arise, however, as to how necessary such savings are—in other words, whether we will at some future point start running out of trees if present trends continue. Per capita paper consumption in the United States has increased over 10 times since 1900, and is predicted to rise to 800 pounds per person by the year 2000. This growing demand for paper has been coupled with a growing demand for other forest products, while the amount of forest land per person has steadily decreased—from 11 acres per person in 1900, to 3 acres today. Studies predict this figure will continue to shrink to about 1 1/2 acres in 1985. Increasing forest productivity, and in the case of paper, the ability through new technology to use more and more types of trees as economic sources of pulp, has enabled supply to keep pace with demand until now. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that increased demand can continue to be accommodated indefinitely, since the amount of land that can be devoted to growing trees, like everything else on the earth, is finite. The Forest Service has predicted that unless recycling of waste paper increases, the projected timber growth in the United States will begin to fall short of the anticipated timber cut shortly after 1980. A recent study summarizes Forest Service forecasts:

These projections show that, although increases in the level of annual growth realized from present levels of [forest] management are likely
to continue for several decades, these will not keep pace with prospective increases in the consumption of wood products. As a result, the relatively small present annual wood deficit between removals and growth, would get steadily larger in the future, other things being equal. 26

Contrary to the above predictions, at least with respect to the paper industry, are those in a Commerce Department study, which states that "through increased intensive forest management, no problems in pulpwood supply are envisioned at least through the year 2000."21 Possibly the key to resolving this conflict between the Forest Service and the Commerce Department lies in the phrase "increased intensive forest management." This phrase may well contemplate forestry practices that many environmentalists would find abhorrent, because they could seriously affect the ability of our forests to maintain themselves. Conservation organizations like the Sierra Club have long been critical of existing forestry policy and practices,22 and it seems likely that increased controversy over such harvesting methods as clear-cutting, and public pressure for increased land devoted to recreation in place of tree growing, will make it more and more necessary and desirable to shift some of the acreage devoted to raising pulpwood to other uses.

Recent history suggests, moreover, that paper, like many other commodities of which we have long had an abundance, is now in shorter supply. Countless business organizations have recently experienced great difficulties in obtaining supplies heretofore readily available.23 Similar paper shortages exist elsewhere in the world: exports of waste newsprint from the United States to Japan, Korea and Taiwan have increased 50% since late 1972, increasing the price of such newsprint to recycling mills by 60%.24

These paper shortages may be due to factors other than lack of sufficient timber. But even assuming that no shortage currently exists, and that predictions of such shortages in the near future are entirely wrong, it would seem foolish to ignore an alternative source of raw material literally under our noses and thereby pass up the opportunity to alleviate the pressure on our forests.

C. Decreasing Pollution and Energy Use

Besides eliminating solid waste and saving trees, the recycling of waste paper results in less pollution, energy use and water consumption than does making virgin paper from trees. A recent study by the federal EPA compared the manufacture of 1000 tons of paper from waste paper and from trees.25 If no de-inking is required (i.e.,
if the end product is a lower grade paper, or paperboard where color is not important), the use of waste paper results in 74% less air pollution, 35% less water pollution, 35% less solid waste, and uses 70% less energy and 58% less water. If the desired end product is a high grade paper and the waste paper must therefore be de-inked, recycling still results in a decrease of 59% in air pollution, 15% in water consumption and 61% in energy use. The biochemical oxygen demand of the waste water is also reduced 13%. There is an increase of 100% in solid wastes created and 221% in waterborne suspended solids, but the increases in these two categories of pollutants must be weighed against the reduction in solid waste caused by the reuse of waste paper in the first place. It should also be remembered that the air pollution which recycling reduces is much harder to control than the water pollution which increases due to de-inking.

Of particular note in the above figures are the significant reductions in energy consumption required by recycling. The paper industry is the third largest consumer of energy in the United States, behind only basic steel and petroleum refining according to a federal survey, and it is the largest single industrial user of fuel oil. A move toward recycling would be a major way in which the industry could do its part to resolve our current energy shortages.

III. THE PRODUCT

All of the environmental advantages described above would not be of much significance if the product which resulted were of inferior quality, or could not perform the functions it was supposed to perform. Such, however, is not the case with recycled paper.

A number of major business and governmental agencies have tried and approved recycled paper. The Government Printing Office (GPO) has used recycled paper with no quality problems; in fact, staff members of the Joint Congressional Committee on Printing, which oversees GPO operations, state that one reason the GPO has not specified a particular percentage of recycled fiber in products it buys is that recycled and virgin paper of the same type are indistinguishable. Whether or not this reason is valid, as will be discussed below, it at least shows that in the opinion of GPO experts, recycled paper and virgin paper are of equal quality.

Moreover, recycled paper possesses certain characteristics which are advantageous in many uses, such as greater dimensional stability, suppleness and opacity. Recycled newsprint even proved stronger than virgin newsprint in one test. The final argument on the question of quality, however, is supplied by the very existence of companies making recycled paper in competition with virgin
paper manufacturers for several decades. If these companies had not been able to supply their customers with a satisfactory product at a reasonable price, they would long since have passed from the scene.

IV. Barriers to Progress

In spite of its demonstrated advantages, recycling of waste paper, and in particular waste paper from municipal garbage, which is the variety most in need of recycling, has made disappointingly slow progress. There are a number of reasons for this problem, some good and some bad.

A. Current Status of Recycling

The consumption of waste paper as a percentage of total fiber consumption for paper manufacture stood at 17.8% in 1969, after a 50 year decline. The high point in recycling in this country was reached in 1944 (during World War II) when 36.6% of all fiber used came from waste paper. A report sponsored by the paper industry states that if current trends continue, waste paper use will continue to fall, reaching 17.2% by 1985; but it suggests that favorable governmental action may lead to some alteration of these trends, producing an increase in waste paper used by 1985 to 26.3% of total fiber. The American Paper Institute (API), the major industry trade association, sees signs that this turnabout has already started to occur: in 1972, according to API, waste paper accounted for 21.4% of total fiber, and API predicts this percentage will increase to 23.4% by 1975, yielding an average annual rate of increase over this period of 5.7%. Not all studies are as sanguine as that of API however. One prepared by the Solid Waste Management Office of EPA, for instance, predicts that waste paper use will “continue to decline, falling to 19% of total fiber in 1976.”

Even if the optimistic industry forecasts for increases in the rate of waste paper consumption can be accepted, two questions must still be asked: First, is recycling increasing fast enough? Second, is it encompassing those types of waste paper which need most to be recycled? Unfortunately, it seems the answer to both questions is no.

In the first place, even assuming that recycling will increase at an annual rate of 5.7%, it must be recognized that paper consumption will increase too, at an average annual rate of 3.6%, so that the volume of paper waste generated each year will continue nearly unabated. More important, it is likely that paper from municipal
solid waste will form an insignificant part of any increase in recycling. A study of waste paper use in 1969 demonstrated that while most paper waste generated during manufacturing and distribution operations (e.g., envelope cuttings, cardboard box scraps, and surplus newspapers and magazines) are already recycled, only 13% of paper and paperboard products were recycled after they had reached the consumer and were discarded. Thus in 1969, such post-consumer waste formed just 11% of the total fiber used in making paper.

This small percentage can only increase to a point where it will have real impact on the solid waste problem if much more effort is directed at the problem than at present. Currently, the reclaiming of paper from municipal garbage is largely a volunteer effort. Some municipalities (e.g., Madison, Wisconsin) operate newspaper salvaging programs and New York City is experimenting with such a program, but these attempts are miniscule compared to the need. Also, the system of private scavengers and brokers, which once collected substantial amounts of paper waste from households and businesses, seems to be rapidly shrinking. Experiments with new technology to remove paper from garbage (e.g., The Black-Clawson Hydroposal/Fibreclaim installation in Franklin, Ohio) are still operating on only a very small scale.

B. Industry Structure and Trends

One reason for the steady decline in the recycling of waste paper is the way the paper industry has developed in this country, in response to technological changes, and the resulting available sources of fiber for pulp manufacture.

Use of wood as a raw material in making paper is little more than a century old. Before that time, the primary fiber source was cotton. New techniques for producing pulp from wood were introduced and refined starting in the latter part of the nineteenth century, and the pre-eminence of wood has never since been challenged. Softwoods in the Northeastern and North-central United States were first used.

Because of the hiatus in investment caused by the Depression and World War II, there was an extreme shortage in pulp and pulping capacity in 1945. By this time, processes yielding commercially attractive amounts of fiber from previously unpulpable pines and firs (as well as hardwoods) from the South and Northwest became available. The result was that the paper industry undertook a major expansion program in those parts of the United States, building primarily "integrated" mills; that is, facilities which made pulp,
and then paper, in one continuous operation. There was little or no investment in "non-integrated" mills relying on waste paper as a raw material, so that such mills are now generally older, smaller and less economical to operate than most virgin paper mills. Three-quarters of today's pulpmaking capacity has been installed since World War II.\(^{18}\)

The importance of integrated operations is shown by the fact that in 1968, 89.4\% of wood pulp was "captive," that is, manufactured by the same company which then used that pulp to produce paper; and much of this captive pulp was manufactured in an integrated pulp and paper mill.\(^{19}\) The integration is further extended, in many cases, by paper company ownership of land on which its pulpwood is grown. The industry obtains a third of its needs from such lands, which total 50 million acres and represent 10\% of all commercial forest lands in the United States.\(^{50}\)

There is little incentive for such integrated companies, located next to their forests and far from garbage producing urban centers, to resort to waste paper in their operations.\(^{51}\) Such companies have turned, to an increasing extent, to wood residues, often produced by lumbering operations near their mills, as a source of raw material. Starting from almost nothing in 1950, such wood residues surpassed waste paper in importance as a fiber source in 1966.\(^{52}\) Using such residues undoubtedly has environmental advantages, in that other, less desirable disposal methods are avoided, and trees are conserved. But, the advantages in pulp manufacture enjoyed by waste paper are not enjoyed by wood residues, which must undergo the same water and energy consuming, pollution producing process as pulp logs.\(^{53}\) Furthermore, use of wood residues does nothing to help solve urban garbage problems. Some paper industry representatives have claimed that paper made from such residues should be called "recycled" since wastes are used as the raw material.\(^{54}\) Insofar as the use of such residues does not have many significant benefits associated with use of waste paper, however, it seems proper to reserve the term "recycled" for paper where waste paper is a major portion of the raw material.\(^{55}\)

Integrated virgin mills enjoy other advantages than modernity in their competition with recycling mills. Wood supplies have tended to be both uniform and reliable,\(^{56}\) while waste paper supplies have fluctuated widely in availability and price.\(^{57}\) As use of wood pulp has increased faster than paper consumption, the value of waste paper has declined, driving many collectors out of business, thus decreasing available waste paper so that in an unfortunate cycle, there is
even less incentive for paper makers to use waste paper.\textsuperscript{58} Also, contaminants which render the waste paper unusable in recycling, such as non-water-soluble glues and plastics, have become more common, necessitating more careful hand sorting, and thus adding to the already high labor costs of the waste paper business.

\textbf{C. Tax Advantages}

Representatives of companies involved in paper recycling contend that virgin paper makers benefit from favorable federal tax provisions which are unfairly denied to them. They point to Treasury Department studies indicating that virgin paper makers pay an effective tax rate which is 5\% less than that paid by other manufacturing industries,\textsuperscript{60} and that in 1966 federal aid to the lumber and paper industries in the form of foregone tax revenues amounted to \$125 million.\textsuperscript{61}

The basis for such recycling industry claims is Internal Revenue Code § 631,\textsuperscript{62} which permits timber growers to treat the appreciation in value of their timber as a capital gain, whether it is cut and sold, or used by the owner, at one time or over a period of time as it matures. This provision makes it possible for income from the sale or other disposition of pulp wood to be taxed at capital gains rates, while income from the collection and sale of waste paper to a recycling mill is taxed at ordinary income rates. Section 631 is unquestionably of significant benefit to the virgin paper industry. As one study prepared for the paper industry states:

Federal tax policy has encouraged the development of a long-range supply and use of natural resources, but there is no comparable policy to encourage the use of recycled materials. In particular, the capital gains treatment of timber has encouraged the long term development and preferential utilization of forest resources, and this is a key economic consideration in the forest products industries.\textsuperscript{63}

\textbf{D. The Non-Rational Element}

Described above are the factors most often cited by commentators seeking to explain why paper recycling has not made greater progress. A discussion based solely on such objective and largely economic factors, though, is not complete. Other irrational, non-objective factors are of great significance and attempts to improve the chances for recycling which do not take these irrational factors into account can only fail.
1. Lack of Customer Acceptance

We have been brainwashed in America into thinking that whatever is new is thereby good, and conversely, that old means bad. When applied to paper buying, this prejudice has expressed itself in purchase specifications which explicitly or implicitly exclude cellulose fiber from waste paper as a possible constituent of the product involved, without regard to whether or not a recycled product could serve the need just as well as a virgin one.

In many instances, of course, paper buyers do not specify anything about the fiber content of products they buy, and instead use a general description or brand name as a guide. Here, too, the prejudice in favor of virgin material continues to operate, if only indirectly, because many paper manufacturers and dealers refuse to make or stock recycled products on the ground that their customers would not buy them if they knew what the product was. The prejudice against recycling is expressed by popular use of the word "bogus" to mean something which is a fake or a sham; the term originated in the paper industry as a name for a type of paper made from waste paper.64

Allied to this prejudice against recycling is the tendency to overspecify, that is, to set requirements for products higher than they need be for the product's desired end use. Thus, some users ask for printing and writing paper which is brilliantly white, although duller paper is more legible, as well as easier to manufacture from either virgin or recycled fiber without the use of harsh whitening agents.65 The same pre-occupation with whiteness blocks greater use of recycled fiber in tissue products: if consumers would accept grayer napkins and toilet paper, the use of waste paper without deinking to make tissue could expand immensely.66 Cartons provide a final example of over-specification. Their strength requirements are often much higher than necessary, requiring more use of longer virgin fibers and less of the shorter fibers from waste paper.67

2. Institutional Biases

One hopes that the public's low opinion of recycled products can be changed, and in fact will change over time through repeated exposure to the facts, and to recycled products themselves. More difficult to deal with are various institutional biases against recycled paper in government and in the paper industry itself. An exhaustive description of all the institutions involved and all the nuances of their various positions is not possible here, but two ex-
amples, drawn from this author's three years of effort on behalf of recycled paper, should suffice. The first involves the major paper industry trade association, the American Paper Institute. The second involves the Government Printing Office, which is probably the largest single printing operation and consumer of printing and writing paper in the country.

In late 1971 and early 1972, this author and two other lawyers drafted a short report, which we called a prospectus for recycled paper for The Council of New York Law Association, an organization of young lawyers in New York City. The report described the reasons for using recycled paper and urged lawyers to do so. To add to the report's impact, we presented it to the Executive Committee of The Association of the Bar of the City of New York and asked that the Executive Committee endorse it and mail it out to the association's 10,000 members. Both the endorsement and the permission to mail were eventually received.

During the course of preparation of the report, we had discussed it several times with representatives of the American Paper Institute and had forwarded a draft to API. These representatives had orally questioned our facts as to the current level of paper recycling, the amount of paper in garbage, the level of recycling in countries other than the United States, the degree to which demand for forest products will exceed future supplies, and the pollution caused by recycling as opposed to virgin paper manufacture; but these comments, which invariably tended to favor virgin paper over recycled, were never put in writing as we asked on several occasions, nor were sources for API's facts ever supplied.

Even though these conversations with API officials produced little, we kept these officials up to date on the progress of our efforts to secure the endorsement of the bar association's Executive Committee, and informed them when the endorsement was received. A few days thereafter, we learned second-hand that the attorney representing API had called the chairman of the Executive Committee claiming that our report contained significant factual inaccuracies and that its publication would cause the bar association to suffer serious embarrassment.

API's claims of inaccuracies were eventually tested in a meeting attended by API's attorney and three API officials, including API's senior vice-president and secretary. The thrust of API's position then and later seemed to be "using waste paper is impractical—leave us alone to make paper from trees." Some API criticisms of our description of the paper-making process were valid, and at this
meeting and in a subsequent exchange of correspondence, we agreed to some tightening of our statistics. However, API could not produce facts to challenge any of the major theses in our report, and at no point was our conclusion, that the use of recycled paper should increase, rebutted.

The API officials compared pollution and energy use during the entire recycled paper manufacturing process, starting with waste paper, to pollution and energy use during the last half of the virgin paper manufacturing process, after wood has been turned to pulp. Certainly such a comparison favors virgin paper, since it conveniently eliminates the energy intensive pulp making steps which also create the worst pollution. A fair comparison starts with the raw material—waste paper or trees—and follows through to the finished product—recycled or virgin paper. Recycling comes out far ahead in such an analysis, as has already been described.69

The API officials also criticized the statement in our report that to make a ton of virgin paper, seventeen trees must be cut down.70 Obviously, this statement represents an average—some trees are bigger or smaller than others, and some paper making processes yield more or less fiber from each tree than others—but the figure is useful because it puts the whole question of recycling into concrete terms and helps the non-expert consumer understand the consequences of his product choices. The API officials, however, argued long and hard, at first, that the statement was entirely wrong and misleading, without any factual basis. What they failed to admit, until we pointed it out on the basis of our research, was that the seventeen trees per ton figure came from testimony before a U.S. Senate subcommittee by none other than the president of API itself.71

Our report was subsequently distributed, its substance intact, but we found the entire experience disturbing and mysterious. A newspaper article about the report and our encounter with API reasoned as follows:

Sources familiar with the organization [API] but not applied with the Case group suggest that API opposes the idea of recycling for “economic” reasons; some of the big firms that support the institute financially, they say, prefer for various reasons to make and sell virgin paper and feel threatened by the prospect of a consumer movement to recycling.

Officials of the Institute respond, though, that they do in fact support recycling in principle; they ply a reporter with brochures about projects they have encouraged for the collection of old newspaper for recycling. . . . Their concern with the prospectus, they contend, arises solely from
their concern that "misconceptions" and factual errors about the paper industry not gain currency. "We represent a $22 billion industry here," declares Edwin Locke, president of API. "We have to be meticulous."

The truth is that the paper industry could make money from recycling—many firms have done so for years. In fact, the capital investment required for a recycling mill is significantly less than that needed for a virgin mill. What is needed is a little courage and a little desire to innovate, qualities which our experience seems to indicate that virgin paper makers lack.

The attitude of the Government Printing Office, and the Joint Committee on Printing, the Congressional body which by statute oversees its operations, differs only slightly from that exhibited in our experience with API. Where API wants to be left alone to make virgin paper, the GPO and the Joint Committee want to be left alone to use virgin paper in filling the extremely large printing needs of the entire federal government.

A number of organizations and individuals have for some time been seeking to convince the Joint Committee, which fixes the GPO's paper specifications, to follow the lead of the General Services Administration, which supplies the federal government's needs for non-printing and writing paper products. The GSA began in 1971 an extensive revision of their specifications to require that the products they buy contain fixed percentages of "reclaimed" fiber which is defined to include fiber from wood residues and other fibrous residues, manufacturing wastes and post-consumer waste. In some instances, mandatory post-consumer waste requirements have been set within the overall reclaimed fiber standard. The GPO, however, has no such affirmative specifications, because the Joint Committee refuses to set them.

The Joint Committee's reasons for this refusal, as set forth in recent discussions with Committee staff, are not convincing. The first is that there is no way to distinguish between virgin and recycled fibers in the finished product, so that the GPO could not be sure that recycled fiber requirements were in fact being satisfied. The second is that it is the opinion of the Joint Committee that the paper industry is genuinely co-operating in the effort to achieve greater recycling, and that better results are possible, more quickly, through a voluntary, rather than a mandatory program.

As already noted, the Joint Committee's first point about the impossibility of distinguishing between virgin and recycled paper lays to rest the contention that recycled paper is inherently inferior to virgin paper. In fact, Joint Committee staff members confirmed
that makers of recycled paper have won several contracts for supplying paper to the GPO, and the paper has performed properly in each instance. In any case, however, the fact that lab tests cannot verify recycled fiber content in paper is not an acceptable reason for refusing to require such content in the first place, because other workable verification methods exist, which could make any significant deception highly unlikely. For example, New York City requires suppliers of paper to certify as to its recycled content, and also requires manufacturers to permit periodic inspections of their plants. The GPO could adopt such measures and could also require a firm claiming to supply recycled paper to provide documentation for the purchases of waste paper needed to make the new paper being furnished. Finally, de-inking machinery is needed to make the recycled printing and writing papers which the GPO would buy; and the GPO could require proof that a manufacturer had such equipment, or purchased its pulp from a company that did.

The Joint Committee's second point, that voluntary industry cooperation and good faith in supporting recycling will result in higher levels of recycling than a mandatory program, is not supported by the facts. As our experience with the API demonstrates, industry enthusiasm for recycling is scarcely limitless. As was noted above, the amount of waste paper used annually is increasing far too slowly, if at all, particularly in the category of post-consumer waste. No progress of any real importance will be achieved without a mandatory program. Moreover, the Joint Committee's refusal to require reclaimed fiber in its products, because compliance with this requirement cannot be verified, is totally inconsistent with its praise of the paper industry's good faith and cooperation. Verification is only necessary if manufacturer or supplier is going to cheat, and it is difficult to see how the Joint Committee can indirectly accuse paper makers of dishonesty while simultaneously extolling their good faith and high level of social responsibility.

In discussing the GPO's role as a consumer of paper products, the Joint Committee's staff minimized its importance, stating that GPO purchases only account for \( \frac{1}{2} \) of 1% of total U.S. paper consumption. What the staff omitted to say, however, was that the GPO "contracts-out" about one half of its printing work, and sets the specifications for the paper used in this outside work. Thus, although paper bought directly by the GPO only accounts for \( \frac{1}{2} \) of 1% of our national consumption, the GPO controls the specifications for approximately 1% of all paper used; and this latter figure is a fairer measure of its importance.
Moreover, as the staff acknowledged, the influence of the GPO specifications extends far beyond printing work done for the federal government. Municipalities and government agencies throughout the country which cannot themselves afford to maintain paper testing facilities (and the only government body with which this author is with such facilities, outside the federal government, is New York City) look to the GPO specifications as a guide, so that a shift by the Joint Committee on this issue would have national repercussions most favorable to the future of recycling. In sum, if the GPO specifications required significant recycled fiber content, potential makers of recycled paper would be assured that their product would have a market, and would be encouraged to invest in the needed plants and equipment.

Like the API, the GPO and the Joint Committee have a significant opportunity to provide needed leadership to advance paper recycling, with all the social and environmental benefits such an advance would bring. Sadly, both the Joint Committee and the GPO have thus far managed to ignore this leadership opportunity.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Use of recycled paper has many advantages over virgin fiber in the production process. Less energy and water are consumed, and less pollution is produced. Garbage is diminished and trees are conserved. But recycling confronts many obstacles, ranging from the present structure of the paper industry, to tax discrimination, to lack of adequate collection systems for waste paper, to prejudice from consumers and within industry and government. If recycled paper is to make significant progress, these obstacles must either be removed or offsetting advantages must be provided.

A program to provide the necessary support for recycled paper should be built on the following five elements:

1. Preferential purchasing policies, both private and governmental under which the required percentage of recycled fiber (and specifically, fiber from post-consumer waste) in paper products is steadily increased, to encourage increasing investment in recycling equipment.

2. Tax benefits or direct grants to reduce the cost of recycling equipment, and to encourage the location of recycling plants in urban centers, where they would at once help to alleviate the garbage problem and provide needed employment.

3. Surtaxes or disposal charges added to the price of virgin products, so that the price of the product when new would include the cost of disposing of it. Virgin products are now subsidized because their dis-
posal is paid for by the general public through tax revenues, and the goal of this surtax or charge would be to remove the subsidy. Recycled products would be exempt from the surtax or charge, or receive a credit equal to the surtax or charge, because their production reduces the amount of garbage to be handled.

(4) Tax law changes to eliminate virgin paper's favored status under Section 631 of the Internal Revenue Code or to grant similar status to recycled paper.

(5) Government financing of research and development into improved ways of reclaiming paper from waste. This last item is probably the least important, although volunteer efforts often center on increasing waste paper collection, as opposed to stimulating the purchase of recycled paper products. Waste paper supplies will increase automatically as the value of waste paper increases, and this value will rise when the end product, recycled paper, increases in popularity. Waste paper is only thrown out now because it costs more to reclaim it than to dispose of it. Increasing the use of recycled paper will require more waste paper and thus make reclamation the more economic alternative.\textsuperscript{79}

This program of incentives to the use of recycled paper should gradually become less necessary as the recycling industry develops and its inherent economics assert themselves. These economies include: (1) a possible location for the production facility which near to both sources of supply and markets for the finished product, thereby lessening transportation costs both ways; (2) less required outlays (both capital and operating) for pollution control, since there is less pollution to control;\textsuperscript{80} (3) lower fuel costs, since energy needs are lower (a particularly important factor in view of the increasing costs of all forms of energy);\textsuperscript{81} and (4) a smaller required capital investment in plants, since recycling mills are less expensive to build and equip than virgin mills.\textsuperscript{82}

Some of the specifics of the program outlined above may be unworkable and other better solutions may suggest themselves. What is important is not whether a particular item is included or excluded, but whether a good faith effort is made to solve the problem. With the proper will, there is no question at all that it can be solved; the difficulty is that at high levels of government and industry, that will is lacking. To complete the picture suggested by the examples cited above of the American Paper Institute, the Government Printing Office and the Joint Committee on Printing, one need only refer to the attempt last year by the national administration to cut the funds available for experiments in reclaiming waste from municipal garbage, and even to eliminate any federal role whatever in solid waste management, on the ground that such matters were properly
a function of state and local governments alone. Moreover, last year the Federal Office of Management and Budget attempted to suppress an EPA report listing specific methods of increasing all types of recycling.

Such a formula for inaction, supported as it is by powerful industrial interests, can only be defeated by strong public pressure on both government and industry. The facts overwhelmingly favor the recycling of paper; it is up to all of us to ensure that the facts become known and are followed by action.
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